


Hell Sea is the first bulkhead and deck exhaust fitting watertight-fireproof passage with the lowest thikness 

in the world. Hell Sea project has been designed in order to respond to new safety regulation imposed by 

the various naval registers. Developed by our team of experienced engineers, it allows the passage of 

exhaust pipes at high temperatures through the various rooms of the boat without compromising comfort 

and design. Composed of fireproof and waterproof materials, it guarantees high safety. Hell Sea is 

extremely easy to assemble and in case of need is also possible to easily dismounting it for pipes 

maintenance.



OFFERING YOU THE BEST SOLUTION FOR YOUR VESSEL.
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Hell Sea was born from the need to adapt to the new regulations imposed by the various 
naval registers regarding the passage of exhaust pipes.

After several engineering studies we arrived at this solution which consist of four separable 
and

reconstitutable semiflanges filled with a special graphite packing.
This makes Hell Sea fireproof and watertight putting the various vessel rooms in complete 

safety
Hell Sea is the first solution in the world able to guarantee extreme safety with minimal 

thickness.
In 2013 while Hell Sea was developing a prototype for solbing the problem related to the 
exhaust gas pipes passage, it has been faced, on an italian shipyard, the conseguence 

damages generated by a fire caused by the exposed exhaust pipes.
In order to solve this problems the first Hell Sea prototype has been finally designed and 

tested overcoming all classification societies requirements.
The original exhaust pipes has been consequently upgraded with the first certified Hell Sea 

fitting.
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Applications:Features & Benefict

The Hell Sea standard kit is composed of fireproof and watertight 
materials, it guarantees high safety. 
It is made up of four metal half-flanges that compress a fireproof and 
watertight graphite packing. 
It is also pre-assembled (certified ISO 9001) with a section flanged 
pipe so that it can be installed on the pre-existing pipe line.
For this reason the Hell Sea standard kit is extremely easy to 
assemble, indeed just one welding intervention is required and in 
case of need it can also be easily disassembled for any maintenance 
on the pipe line.

-Certified and patended 20m
Watertight and A60 Fireproof
-Resistant to very high 
temperatures
-Prevents vibrations
-Prevents heat dispersion
-Pre-Assembled kit ready for
Installation

-Available in different 
sizes to fit common 
metallic pipes ranging 
from DN32 to DN1000
-Approved for use with
common metallic pipe
especially for exhaust 
gas pipe

Hell Sea
Standard Kit

Fire proof 
painting

Long
Lifetime

Watertight Fireproof

Smoke 
Barrier

Noise 
Reducer

Easy 
Installation



Also available

for eccentric

pipe line

HELL SEA STANDARD INSTALLATION

Easy installation:

1. Make a hole accordint to the table
2. Weld the external flange to the 
structure
3. Move the pipe section and place 
it in the correct position
4. Connect the pipe line to Hell Sea 
flanges

Easy Hell Sea retrofits:

1. Positioning of the flanges on the pipe 
line
2. Screw all the bolts to compress the 
packing

Hell Sea fitting have to be welded to the fire-rated division for fast and easier installation at sea 
or in dry dock. It can be installed on a standard or eccentric penetration



Applications:Features & Benefict

The Hell Sea V.2 kit is composed of fireproof and watertight 
materials, it guarantees high safety. 
It is made up of two metal flanges that compress a fireproof and 
watertight packing. 
It is also pre-assembled (certified ISO 9001) with a section flanged 
pipe so that it can be installed on the pre-existing pipe line.
The Hell Sea V.2 kit is extremely easy to install, you will need only to 
screw it. Indeed no welding interventions are required and in case of 
need it can also be easily disassembled for any maintenance on the 
pipe line.

-Certified and patended 20m
Watertight and A60 Fireproof
-Resistant to very high 
temperatures
-Prevents vibrations
-Prevents heat dispersion
-Pre-Assembled kit ready for
an easy installation

-Available in different 
sizes to fit common 
metallic pipes ranging 
from DN32 to DN1000
-Approved for use with
common metallic pipe
especially for exhaust 
gas pipe

Hell Sea
V.2
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Reducer

Easy 
Installation
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Discover more

on our website

www.hellsea.it

HELL SEA V.2 INSTALLATION

Easy installation:

1. Make a hole according 
to the table

2. Screw the external 
flange in order to press 
the packing and make it 
adhere to the bulkhead/
deck

3. Move the pipe section 
and place 
it in the correct position

Hell Sea fitting have to be screwd to the fire-rated division for fast and easier 
installation at sea or in dry dock. It can be installed on a standard or eccentric 
penetration



Hell Sea Curve Kit
The Hell Sea Curve Kit is the standard solution with a 
pipe section customizable as appropriate
It's available for a dimensional range from DN32 to 
DN1000 It.s available for PN6 Flange connection

Hell Sea Slim Curve Kit
The Hell Sea Slim Curve Kit is the slim solution with a 
pipe section customizable as appropriate
It's available for a dimensional range from DN32 to 
DN1000 
connection available V-Band / V-band , PN6 Flange / V-
band

Hell Sea Slim Kit
The Hell Sea Slim Kit is the smallest solution of the 
Hell Sea product line. It can be installed on bulkhead 
or deck with a really "narrow space of actions"
It's available for a dimensional range from DN32 to 
DN1000
Connection available V-Band / V-Band , PN6 Flange / V-
Band 

DIFFERENT CONFIGURATION



Hell Sea Multi-pipe Round Kit
The Hell Sea Multi-pipe Round Kit it's the ideal solution 
for pre existing pipe line with a "really narrow space of 

action"
Its dimensional range start from DN32 to DN1000 with 

the lowest thickness possible

Hell Sea Multi-pipe Square Kit
The Hell Sea multi-Pipe Square Kit it's the ideal solution 

to use during the design phase before the "block" 
installation

Have been designed to allow the multiple pipe passage 
through bulkhead or deck

Hell Sea Standard Kit
The Hell Sea Standard Kit it's the smartest solution for 
the pipe line with a pre existing PN6 flange connection
Its dimensional range start from DN32 to DN1000 with 

the lowest thickness ever made



DESCRIPTION

The Hell Sea emergency generator hatch is a safety system designed for 
echaust gas pipes line that came out on the main deck.
It's composed by the Hell Sea penetration system in the inside of the 
"Hatch Box".
It can automatically opening the door using a complete certifice IP66 electrical 
system. 
It's available for a pipe diameter range from DN32 to DN250

Emergency Generator Hatch
Hell SeaHell Sea

-High safety without 
compromise the deck 
design
-Resistance to very 
high temperatures
-Prevents vibration
-Prevents Heat 
dispersion
-Pre-Assembled kit 
ready for installation

-Available in 
different sizes to fit 
common metallic 
pipes ranging from 
DN32 to DN250
-Approved for use 
with common 
metallic pipe
-Can be installed on 
Steel and 
alluminium hull

Features & Benefict: Applications:



Exemple of Hell Sea customized pipe
section lenght

Exemple of Hell Sea Slim Curve kit application in a really 
narrow space
section lenght

FIELD OF APPLICATION
There are different field of application for the Hell Sea system.
It can be installed in narrowed space without any installation issue.
Indeed its main feature is the ease of installation and also its 
customizable feature.
As you can see on the photo it can be customized even for main trunk 
installation, varying pipe section lenght.



European MED A60 Test 
Internal hoven average 
temperature: 1000°C

Test Duration: 60 minutes
Unit tested size:

Pipes from DN32 to DN1000

European MED A60 Test 
Average temperature recorded 

from the thermocouples 
assembled on the exhaust 

fittings: 70°C
Test duration: 60 Minutes

Final result of the perdormed 
test: Hell Sea units approved

TESTED TO 2010 IMO FTP, ANNEX 1, PART 3
Class A-0 to A-60 (Bulkhead / Deck)
Hell-Sea has been tested and has successfully passed fireproof tests, obtaining the 
European MED A60 certificate in accordance with the fire protection requirements 
imposed by the MED 2014/90 / EU marine equipment directives and according to 
FTP directives (IMO Res. MSC307 (88)-(2010 FTP CODE)-IMO MSC.1 /Circ. 1488) and 
the SOLAS standards, including the requirements of regulation (EU) 2018/773.
The watertight capacities of Hell Sea were also tested, flooding and pressurizing the 
entire water room at 2 bar. 
The product has proved to be a pond up to 20 meteers of immersion.





www.hellsea.it



BOAT BUILDER AWARDS 2019

Hell Sea was nominated as finalist at the prestigious 2019 Boat Builder Awards alongside Benetti, in 

the category: "Collaborative solution beteween a superyacht builder and his partner"

The assembly of this system requires only a simple welding operation; it is delivered as certified 

ISO9001 pre-assembled kit and is standarized for all pipe size. 

"We have expanded our range of Hell Sea products also for other needs, always aimed at safety 

system for echaust pipes, such as our latest patent relating to emergency hatches which, in the 

event of fire, open and allow the correct escape of exhasut gases, without letting the flames pass."



The Hell Sea systems are designed to guarantee an high quality and 
reliability.

Customer service and technical support for all of your project specific 
condictions are always avaiable worldwide through our headquarter or our 

distribution network that is continuosly expanding.

For more info visit 

www.hellsea.it

info@hellsea.it
sales@hellsea.it

+39 393 898 0747


